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PESTICIDE TRUTHS AND OTHER FACTS WITH LIBRARY, HISTORY, LINKS, NEWS, AND VIDEOS.

THE FORCE OF NATURE LIBRARY OF REPORTS is a LINK DATABASE created to support efforts to fight the vermin of environmental-terrorism.

FORCE OF NATURE REPORTS are THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE FROM NATIONAL ORGANIZATION RESPONDING AGAINSTHUJE THAT SEEK TO HARM THE GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY (NORAHG).

ENVIRONMENTAL-MANIAC-VERMIN ARE LYING SACS OF CWAP WHO RELY OF JUNK SCIENCE, FEAR-MONGERING, AND TERRORISM TO SCAM AND DECEIVE THE PUBLIC INTO BELIEVING THERE IS SOME IMAGINARY DANGER WITH THE USE OF CONVENTIONAL PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS AND OTHER ISSUES.

FORCE OF NATURE REPORTS ARE ANATHEMA FOR LUNATIC-ACTIVISTS AND THEIR ENVIRO-TERROR-ORGANIZATIONS.

THE FORCE OF NATURE LIBRARY OF REPORTS SHOWS THAT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS USED IN THE URBAN LANDSCAPE ARE SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE FOR HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT.
DDT and Our World of Politicized Science

Please follow the links below ...

DDT & Silent Spring

1926 00 00 — DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — Books That Screwed Up The World — Satire — Hitler’s Mein Kampf — Rachel Carson’s INFAMOUS and SUBVERSIVE book SILENT SPRING — SILENT SPRING received Honourable Mention in THE LIST OF THE TEN MOST HARMFUL BOOKS of the 19th and 20th Centuries — Some observers maintain that SILENT SPRING was approximately TWO-THIRDS INCORRECT, and hence, only one-third correct


1946 00 00 — DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — Books That Screwed Up The World — Satire — Spock’s Baby and Child Care — Rachel Carson’s INFAMOUS and SUBVERSIVE book SILENT SPRING — The Greatest Mass Killers in Recent History — The SUBVERSIVE 1962 book called SILENT SPRING issued grave warnings about pest control products, WITHOUT SCIENCE-BASED EVIDENCE, and predicted the massive destruction of the planet’s fragile ecosystems unless more was done to stop what was referred to as the so-called RAIN OF CHEMICALS — The author of SILENT SPRING, Rachel Carson, had NO competent expertise, recognized training, or background in pest control products
2004–2006 — DDT

2004 00 00 — DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — A Case Study in Scientific FRAUD — J. Gordon Edwards — Millions of Deaths Because of the Prohibition of Pest Control Products — The chemical compound that has saved more human lives than any other in history, DDT, was banned by order of one man, the head of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) — Public pressure was generated by one popular book and sustained by faulty or FRAUDULENT research — Widely believed claims of carcinogenicity, toxicity to birds, anti-androgenic properties, and prolonged environmental persistence are FALSE or grossly exaggerated — The worldwide effect of the U.S. ban has been MILLIONS OF PREVENTABLE DEATHS — FRAUD in science is a major problem


2006 09 15 — DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — World Health Organization Gives Indoor Use of DDT a Clean Bill of Health for Controlling Malaria


2009 — DDT
2009 00 00 — **DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE** — Using DDT Prohibition As Ultimate Environmental-Terror To Coerce, Intimidate, and Terrorize the Public — Thalidomide — Coquitlam (British Columbia) Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products — Council Knocks Down Proposal for Prohibition — *A lot of people don't realize how extensive the background is that goes into reviewing pesticides*


2009 04 15 — **DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE** — The Effect of DDT on Bald Eagles — David Suzuki (Enviro-Lunatic Puppet-Master) — Ontario Conspiracy


2009 09 21 — **DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE** — DDT and Malaria — So-Called Global Warming Is a Myth! — Arctic Ice — *We have REAL problems with poverty, AIDS, polluted drinking water, and MALARIA, which are afflicting and killing many times more people than Global Warming ever will*

[link](http://uncleadolph.blogspot.com/2010/06/global-warming-arctic-ice-ddt-malaria.html)

**2010 — DDT**

2010 04 00 — **DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE** — The Effect of DDT on Birds Was Exaggerated — U.S. Enviro-Lunatic Wurster — Michael Crichton — Myth-Busting — *I can tell you that DDT did not cause birds to die, and should never have
been banned — BANNING DDT is one of the most disgraceful episodes in the Twentieth Century history of America


2010 04 22 — DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — New Book — Excellent Powder — Interview

VIDEO —


2010 04 23 — DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — DDT and Population Control — Malaria Still Kills One Million Every Year — DDT remains severely under-utilized in the fight against malaria because the intellectual Enviro-Maniacs continue to hold sway at the World Health Organization and other United Nations agencies


2010 05 24 — DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — DDT and Our World of Politicized Science — Introduction — The depraved indifference of so-called ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM has even led to death ... on a massive scale — It is now common knowledge that the world of politicized science DEMONIZED one of the most impressive chemicals of the Twentieth Century ... DDT — The Green Space Industry needs to remind the public of the many misconceptions concerning DDT

DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — Using DDT Prohibition As Ultimate Environmental-Terror To Coerce, Intimidate, and Terrorize the Public — Rachel Carson — Satire — Let’s Torment the Terrorists — The Greatest Mass Killers in Recent History — Mao Tse-tung — Adolf Hitler — Joseph Stalin — Let’s Torment the Terrorists — 30,000,000 to 50,000,000 DEATHS BY MALARIA resulting from world-wide bans on the use of DDT

DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — DDT and Our World of Politicized Science — Pesticide Bans Boon for Bugs — Paul K. Driessen — World Health Organization — In the wake of Rachel Carson’s 1962 anti-chemical blockbuster Silent Spring, in which she distorted scientific data to suit her purpose, chemophobic zealots began lobbying for a ban on the wonder insecticide — Those who apparently find NO problem in the consequent DEATH of MILLIONS who die from malaria and other insect-caused illnesses — or who would rather put up with the bedbug affliction than acknowledge the wonderful efficacy of DDT — still celebrate that 1972 ban as a great victory


DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — John Stossel — Myths, Lies, and Downright Stupidity — Several Videos

VIDEOS


DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — The Deadly War Against DDT — 3 Billion and Counting — Rutledge Taylor — Elizabeth M.
Whelan — Scientists have never found an effective substitute for DDT ... and so the malaria death rate has kept on soaring

http://uncleadolph.wordpress.com/2010/09/15/the-deadly-war-against-ddt-article-national-review-online/

DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — DDT and Our World of Politicized Science — DDT Is Safe for Humans and the Environment — The African Republic of Namibia — Dr. Gilbert Ross (American Council on Science and Health) — The Wisdom of Michael Crichton — The Wisdom of Paul K. Driessen — U.S. President George W. Bush — DDT has SAVED MORE LIVES than any other chemical known to man — The HYSTERIA-BASED, UNSCIENTIFIC regulation of it ... based mainly on Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, the opposite of a science-based risk analysis ... is intolerable and should be revoked — DDT is good for me-e-e !


DDT AND OUR WORLD OF POLITICIZED SCIENCE — DDT and Our World of Politicized Science — DDT Is Essentially Non-Toxic — Baseless Attacks Against DDT — Birds & Eggs — Dr. Gilbert Ross (American Council on Science and Health) — Charles Wurster (Prohibition-Terror-Culprit) — The Wisdom of Michael Crichton — The Wisdom of Paul K. Driessen — U.S. President George W. Bush — Bird eggs were allegedly affected by DDT bioaccumulation ???? — Did birds really fall out of the sky during the DDT years ? ... No way !!! — The restrictions on the use of DDT has resulted in MILLIONS of UNNECESSARY DEATHS — DDT was safe to use even inside airplanes

Force-Of-Nature presents THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAGH). It is a series of Reports destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement, Governments, and the Media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas. Information presented in Force-Of-Nature has been developed for the education and entertainment of the reader by providing a sequence of historical events WITH COMMENTARY. The neutrality of these Reports might be disputed. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it.

HUJE are identified on the basis of their statements, activities, affiliations, and whereabouts. Even though each Enviro Maniac Culprit is a misguided adversary, each still deserves our respect. The use of the terms Maniac, Culprit, Terrorist, or Bastard are not objections of any legal wrong doing. Force-Of-Nature is simply holding Enviro Maniac Activists accountable for conspiring to change public policies that TERRORIZE, HARM, and THREATEN the Green Space Industry.

HUJE is a term used to describe Enviro Maniac Activists that routinely concoct FEAR MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, DECEPTIONS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES that are DESIGNED to SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some IMAGINARY DANGER with conventional pest control products. HUJE also SCAM and DECEIVE Government Officials into the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS CONSPIRACY to PROHIBIT conventional pest control products that are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE.

HUJE have created LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting DESPAIR and DESTRUCTION for THOUSANDS of hapless victims throughout the Green Space Industry. The DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of Maniac Culprit Terrorist Bastard HUJE is viewed as a form of TERROR, HARM, and THREAT against the Green Space Industry.

This Report provides NO guarantee regarding accuracy or completeness. In no event shall Force-Of-Nature be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, lost profits, or any indirect damages. Force-Of-Nature is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT of any trade association or business operating within the Green Space Industry. The events, characters, companies, and organizations depicted in this Report are not always fictitious. Any similarity to actual persons, living or dead, may not be coincidental. All information, excerpts, and pictures contained in this Report were found somewhere on the Internet, and may be considered in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes — archive, education, promotion, publicity, or press release.

Force-Of-Nature, and its various incarnations, is the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his colleagues. Mr. Gathercole is a principal FOUNDER of the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry in BOTH Ontario and Quebec. He holds a degree in Horticulture from the UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH, and another name and applied science degree from MCGILL UNIVERSITY. He has worked in virtually all aspects of the Green Space Industry, including GOLF, PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE, and CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, and has served in environmental compliance, government negotiations, public affairs, and workplace safety. Mr. Gathercole has supervised, consulted, programmed, and/or overseen the successful and safe execution of HUNDREDS OF Thousand of pest control applications in the urban landscape. He has trained, instructed, and consulted with THOUSANDS of turf managers and technicians. Mr. Gathercole has also been an agricultural agronomist. For many years, Mr. Gathercole was a contributing columnist for TURF & Recreation Magazine, Canada’s turf and grounds Maintenance Authority.

Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues have followed the evolution of ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM for over a quarter century. For FIFTEEN YEARS, the strategies designed and implemented by Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues guaranteed the control of the VERMIN of ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR for the entire Modern Green Space Industry across Canada. Their involvement in Environmental Issues reached a fevered pitch in the 1990s, when he orchestrated, with his colleagues, legal action against the Forces of Environmental Evil in the Town of Hudson, Quebec.

Today, Mr. Gathercole is the ONLY TRUE RELIABLE WITNESS of the Hudson Affair. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited for crafting the Golf Industry Exception Status that endures to this day. He is also the creator of the signs that are now used for posting after application. His vast knowledge of our long journey with Environmental Issues is UNDENIABLE — hopefully! Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to appear as FOUNDER of Force-Of-Nature.

THE LIBRARY OF REPORTS • A LOOK AT Technical Information for the Green Space Industry • Agriculture • Bee Colony Collapse Disorder • BOGUS Green Alternatives • BRITISH COLUMBIA Prohibition Terror Conspiracy • CALGARY (Alberta) Enviro Terror STOPPED • Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment • Canadian Cancer Society • Canadian Environmental Law Association • CARNAGE caused by PROHIBITION TERRORISM • CONSEQUENCES of PROHIBITION TERRORISM • Cottam & Ghost Water • Golarus Foundation • Dating Services for Enviro Manics • DOT and Political Science • Environmental Terrorists UNMASKED • Enviro FIGHTS Accustomed by Greedy & Avaricious Enviro Manics • Environmental Terror Organizations • Environmental Terror That NEVER Ends • Famous Quotations • FERTILIZER Enviro Terror • Global Warming • GOLF INDUSTRY Looming Shipwreck & Collision Course • Green Space Industry • Health Canada • HEROES Speaking Out Against Enviro Terror • History of the Environmental Terror Movement • June Irwin, the Clown of JUNK-SCIENCE • Landscape Trades CAPITULATE • In VIOLATION of Federal Law • Lying Sacks of (Enviro Maniac) CWAP • Myth Busting • NATIONAL Prohibition Terror Conspiracy • Needless Hysteria • NEW BRUNSWICK Prohibition Terror Conspiracy • NOVA SCOTIA Prohibition Terror Conspiracy • ONTARIO Haven for Environmental Terror • Organic Fertilizers • Paranoid Theories • Paul Tukey, The Bin Laden of Environmental Terror • Pests and Disorders of Ornamental Plants • Pests and Disorders of Turfgrasses • Pesticide Free BC • Pesticide Q & A (Questions & Answers) • Positive Waves (The Green Space Industry Responds with Outstanding and Innovative Ideas) • TWISTED Precautionary Principle • PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND Prohibition Terror Conspiracy • QUEBEC Prohibition Terror Conspiracy • RACHEL CARSON, the Queen of JUNK-SCIENCE • SASKATCHEWAN Prohibition Terror Infestation • Sadie, Laugh & Insanity • TERROR “Talk & Weasel Words” • The 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror • THE AVENGERS • THE FAILURE of Integrated Pest Management • THE FAILURE of Pesticide Free Parks • The Industry STRIKES BACK Against Environmental Terror • THE MISCONCEPTIONs About Cancer • The National Annihilation of the Modern Green Space Industry • The Wisdom of Bill Bell • THE-WISDOM of Drysdale • The Wisdom of Health Canada • The Wisdom of Hepworth • The Wisdom of Holland • The Wisdom of Lowes • The Wisdom of Mains • The Wisdom of Milloy • • The Wisdom of the Scientists • The Wisdom of the Whelans • Update • Using Children, Pets, & Death as WEAPONS of ULTIMATE TERROR • U.S. Prohibition Terror Conspiracy • Z—D—Warning
We must defend the industry, whatever the cost may be